Chapter 1
I am home in an unknown place
Acknowledgement of country

Because of the particular nature of this investigation, which is intimately concerned with
this land and my place upon it, I would like to indicate my respect for, and acknowledge,
the Traditional Custodians of the Land and of Elders past and present who were also at
home on this place. I recognise, again with respect, the Aboriginality of this land and its
existing stories. My intent is not to overwrite existing stories of place, though they are
largely invisible to me, but rather to tread lightly and acknowledge the complex layers of
knowledge that belong here.

Coming in the skin of an outsider
During my various meanderings through inland Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland
and especially throughout my more recent journey to the Dig Tree, I have come to
consider the ‘spaces between places’. By this I mean the plethora of unspecific areas in
this vast land that are often named in a somewhat general or apparently careless way. For
example, there is The Grey Range, The Channel Country and the One Tree Plane, names
that refer to some specific feature that now pragmatically subsumes other elements of an
otherwise varied and complex place. Even the names Wimmera and Mallee are
descriptors of country rather than descriptors specific to defined place. In this respect,
named places in post-colonial Australia most often refer to built environments or obvious
landscape markers. However, these unspecific spaces, generally located between built
environments and which have many inaccessible stories attached to them, have become
very attractive reference points for me in contemplating my connection with, and readings
of place. I have found the available stories of these places resonate through the
overwritten marks of agriculture and tourism industries, and hint at a more elusive past
indigenous presence. As a consequence, when travelling through inland Australia my
preference is now to stop at undesignated places, particularly those without obvious
signposts or landmarks. These are places with names or histories which are unknown to
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me. Often, these places have singular characteristics, which can be considered and
responded to visually. They manifest as micro environments within the larger macro
landspace, and are often more readily able to reveal their special character when
compared to those many well-trodden tourist hot spots where the visual and atmospheric
identity of place has been overwritten with the realities of functional utilities like car
parks, signage and other amenities of a mobile society.

Fig. 2. Paul Lambeth, Somewhere in South Western Queensland #2, © The Artist.
2007, photograph.

The thread connecting my early childhood recollections of moving through the landscape
in the family car and my recent wanderings through inland Australia is that I still allow
the visual presence of the landscape to stir my imagination. However, in my maturity,
I am also now able to contemplate a range of cultural factors in my distillation of the
landscape and apply it within the conventions of art practice.
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For example, Paul Carter’s notion of spatial history has been a central concept in my
thinking about specific and non specific place and its relationship to the original charter
of the Burke and Wills expedition. Carter suggests our colonial forbears were:
making spatial history. They were choosing directions, applying names,
imagining goals, inhabiting the country. 1

Bring your curiosity, bring your baggage

Along with numerous other Australian inland explorers, Burke and Wills were indeed
creating spatial history as they went about overwriting the existing landscape with new
names and stories relevant to their colonial times and ambitions. However, my post
colonial response to place is informed by a different set of motivations.

In moving through the landscape my success is not measured by my physical survival or
the confirmation of inland Australia as a promised land of riches, or even an Arcadian
wonderland, but rather by a self-set artistic plan. In essence, my approach to image
making is a search for small signs and self recognition of life order through a process of
coming in the skin of an outsider with an aspiration to connect with place.
The duality of my self recognition as both being an outsider and belonging to place,
presents a platform for my questioning and subsequent creative responses.

Without professing deep knowledge of a specific place, I do not approach the land, or my
responses to it, like I approach a blank canvas. When moving through unfamiliar places
of inland Australia, I remind myself of the pre existing indigenous and colonial stories of
the land, recognising that the land is a palimpsest of geological and human endeavour.
The experience of positioning self in a physical and cultural place offers opportunity to
exercise creative curiosity and acknowledge existing background references.
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P. Carter, The Road to Botany Bay, (Boston and London: Faber and Faber, 1987),
p. xxi.
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Fig. 3. Paul Lambeth, Bring your curiosity, bring your baggage, © The Artist.
2007, oil on canvas, 45 x 45cm.

The inland wet salt sea does not exist

The Australian landscape will always be a multi-layered space of physical, ontological
and metaphysical meaning, no matter what current descriptor is currently in use. In
addition to the multiple layers of existing stories associated with the country, my presence
in these spaces also comes with a life of learned information that determines a personal
perception of place. I am, in essence, a package deal of curiosity and baggage, which
causes me to ask, as Paul Carter has also asked:
Before the name: what was the place like before it was named? 2

Peter Craven, in his introduction to Germaine Greer’s essay Whitefella Jump Up, states
that ‘her central suggestion [is] that we admit we have been living in an Aboriginal
country all along and that we should look in the mirror and tell ourselves where we are
2

Carter, The Road to Botany Bay, p. xxi.
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and what we are.’ 3 Craven’s summary of Greer’s essay has been an important base in
forming my conceptual framework in this body of work. I hold that, as Greer has asserted,
we are essentially living in an Aboriginal land and that we should admit it, and this has
become a central tenet in my movements and responses to country.

This is not a dead heart, the colour of soil and blood

The purpose in choosing events of the Burke and Wills expedition as background material
for this research is to provide a location point in time and place for imaginative projection
and reflection. During this process, my focus has shifted from responding from the
specific places to the non specific, those spaces between places.
I consider the concepts and imagery that have arisen during this investigation to be a
manifestation of my experiences of specific, though unnamed and seemingly insignificant,
places. On the post colonial map these are the spaces on the way to places, and when
viewed, experienced and responded to collectively, they make up a knowledge and
familiarity of this place that we name the Australian mainland continent.

The Burke and Wills expedition’s charter was to cross the continent from South to North.
This was done in the wake of the persistent belief there was an inland sea somewhere
within the centre of the continent. The myth of an inland sea was perpetuated by Maslen’s
Map, which stated the existence of an inland sea as follows:

Belief in an inland sea reached its peak when Thomas J. Maslen published this
map in 1827. Maslen was a former officer of the East India Company.
He included this map in his book, The Friend of Australia, which provided
detailed instructions for conducting surveys and expeditions, and suggested the
use of camels for exploration. 4
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G. Greer, “Whitefella Jump Up, The Shortest Way To Nationhood.” In Quarterly Essay, ed.
P. Craven, (Melbourne: Black Inc., 2003), p. 5.
4
State Library of New South Wales, ‘Maslen’s Mythyical Sea’:
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/discover_collections/history_nation/exploration/maslen/maslen.html
(accessed 3/10/08)
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The inland sea myth and the tragic circumstances of Burke and Wills’ deaths have
occupied a place in the imagination of artists since the explorer’s deaths in 1861.
The painting below presents an artists view of the desperate circumstances the explorers
were in, during the last stage of their ordeal.

Fig. 4. George Lambert, Burke and Wills on the way to Mt Hopeless,
c. 1907, Watercolour, 26.2 (h) x 38.5 (w) cm, Bendigo Art Gallery, Bendigo.
Australia’s Heritage, The Making of a Nation, Sydney, 1970, p. Cover..

My approach in responding to the Burke and Wills expedition as background material for
an artistic journey has been to avoid narrative or direct visual reference to either the
explorers themselves or the detailed events of the expedition. Indeed, higher in my
hierarchy of concerns is a comparative response to place between the researched and
imagined perceptions of Burke and Wills in the 1860s, with my own perceptions in the
first decade of the new millennium. My approach is a Dream out loud, as Troy CassarDaley describes.

Dream out loud, it’s up to me and you,
Dream out loud, it’s not too hard to do.
So if you see your brother/sister falling on the ground
Don’t be afraid to dream out loud. 5

5

Troy Cassar-Daley, Dream Out Loud, The Winners 3, Belonging, Australians, Place and
Aboriginal Ownership, Cambridge University Press, 2000, p. 130.
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Fig. 5. Paul Lambeth, This is not a dead heart, the colour of soil and blood, © The Artist.
2008, oil on canvas, 45 x 45cm.

There have been two key methods used during this work in gathering background
material for thought and response. The first involved a visit to Coopers Creek and
camping at the site of the Dig Tree, which provided a direct opportunity to observe,
reflect and gather visual information on the subject and object of my discourse.
In addition to visiting the Dig Tree, I stopped at numerous places intersecting the Burke
and Wills route in order to observe the space between my departure point and my
destination, acknowledging that, because of the iconic events of 1861, the Dig Tree now
has an established post colonial story attached to it, and therefore has become a specific
place.

The second is a systematic gathering and reading of accounts of the Burke and Wills
expedition, allowing an overlaying of series of events onto this place which has provided
material for my imaginative projection. In addition to the primary component of my
artistic plan which is the creation of a collection of paintings, I have also used this
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background reading as material for two vers libre poems, with the directly descriptive
titles, Robert O’Hara Burke and William John Wills.

To add a further level of contemplation to this investigation, the exegesis also contains a
playful superimposition of the Burke and Wills expedition over Miguel de Cervantes’
fictional novel, Don Quixote, which has resulted in a fabricated view of the expedition as
a failed enterprise based on the comparative self-delusional aspects of both stories, albeit
one mythical the other actual.
I breathe your dust you breathe mine
My imagining of the intense drama surrounding the last days of Burke, Wills and King on
Coopers Creek in 1861 occupied a key position in my creative thinking. Being at The Dig
Tree provided me with an organic site which was integral to the visual interpretations in
the subsequent paintings. At the same time, being at the site of the intense drama that
subsumed the members of the Burke and Wills expedition provided a critical catalyst for
my imagined poetic response.

As I sat on the banks of the Cooper, breathing the same dust as Burke and Wills, the
question, which subsequently became my exegesis title emerged again.
If I belong here, how did that come to be?

For this non-indigenous Australian, what part did the tragic deaths of Burke and Wills
play in determining my position in this place? More poetically put, does it take culturally
connected bones in the earth to understand one’s place in it? The journey to the Dig Tree
was an important strategy in evolving my understandings to my title question. The site of
the Dig Tree provided the necessary two points for a physical journey, departure and
destination. In addition to the fixed geographic points, Royal Park and the Dig Tree, the
journey also provided two points in time, 1860 and 2007. The Burke and Wills journey
was juxtaposed against mine. Burke and Wills departed from Royal Park and perished at
the Dig Tree. In establishing these points, I gained the geographical and historical space
between. It is these spaces which became the conceptual and image making material for
this body of work. In transposing the two points in time and space I gave myself a
foundation for imagined image response.
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Fig. 6. Paul Lambeth, I breathe your dust you breathe mine, © The Artist.
2007, oil on canvas, 45 x 45cm.

I can become this place

The paintings that have resulted from these contemplations represent a visual
investigation into the presence of place, both within the individual images and in the
collective grouping of the images. Whilst the initial intent was the sequential development
of individual image statements, the underlying structure of the investigation has meant
that wider implications can be read in the whole grouping of paintings.

Further more, it seems that exploring place as a generic concept through the production of
painted images provides a foundation for responding more intimately to the familiar.
Whilst I do not claim deep knowledge of place in the Australian landscape, I do have a
lifetime of familiarity with it. As I do not come I do not enter the landscape without prior
cultural knowledge, I also do not read the land as a blank canvas, without prior history.
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Camped on the banks of the Cooper, reflecting on the events of 1861 and the many
overlaid stories of post colonial activity written onto the land, I was able to ease myself
into a position within this place, and began to recognise, and respond to its deep
underlying raw beauty and order. It has been my visceral response to this observed beauty
which has incited within me a response that has been the preparatory intellectual material
for the paintings. Interestingly, commenting at a different time and place, though with
identifiable similarities of response, New Zealand painter Colin McCahon made the
following observation:

Driving one day with the family over the hills from the Taieri Mouth to
the Taieri Plain, I first became aware of my own particular God... Big
hills stood in front of the little hills which rose up distantly across the
plain from the flat land: there was a landscape of splendour and order and
peace. I saw something logical, orderly and beautiful belonging to the
land and not yet to its people. Not yet understood or communicated, not
even really yet invented. My work has largely been to communicate this
vision and to invent the way to see it. 6

Having reflected upon the similarity between McCahon’s experiences and my own,
I realised that it is not important that my images narrate details of specific place, and by
this I mean components of place in time or geographic place, but rather that they both
suggest place and become place themselves. In essence, geographic place kicks them into
the world and ‘human creative place’ nurtures them into painted images.

As I have come to understand, and inserted in my vers libre response to this investigation:

But place is now here
The same place as home
I can become this place
This place can become me
No matter which way I come from
This does not take sense, just sensibility

6

National Gallery of Victoria, C. MacCahon, ‘A Time For Messages’:
http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/mccahon/ (accessed 20/7/08)
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I have also come to realise the space I have explored between Royal Park Melbourne, the
site of departure for the Burke and Wills expedition in 1860, and The Dig Tree on
Coopers Creek, the site of the tragic deaths of Burke and Wills, has a parallel process in
the nexus between image-making and reflective thought. The images become metaphors
for destinations whilst reflection can be analogous to wandering or exploring unnamed
spaces.

In addition to the exegesis, the two investigative creative processes within this research
are the poems and paintings, each informing the other. Whilst engaged in these processes
the key underlying theme is one of my own position in this place. This is a personal
search and the destination cannot be definitively determined, however it is clear to me
that the process is also an important contribution to the destination.

A worn cliché in describing this point is that ‘it is the journey that matters, not the
destination’. The genesis of this investigation has been a lifelong process of exploration,
which has continually increased in intensity and meaning. For the purposes of this
exegetical project, I attempt to view the gap in experience of place that exists between
indigenous Australians and my own, hinging the arguments at the point of specific versus
non specific place. To clarify this approach, I suggest that indigenous Australians formal
connection to land is often expressed as specific to place, by comparison, I am connected
to many places through personal and family experiences. As a result, my own connection
to place may be more generic than that of traditional indigenous Australians. My
connection to place is through experience of land in addition to that of the wider
contemporary experience of nationhood, and exposure to internationalism. Abstracting
my response to place broadens my perspective, consistent with the initial artistic plan.

My looking, seeing and thinking is around a narrow conceptual hub of specific personal
concern related to the development of a greater understanding of why I feel I belong to
this place, as discordant as that sometimes feels. This is an apparently shared feeling, as
Englishman Adrian Caeser has observed:

a place at last,
I told myself that I could call familiar. 7
7

P. Read, Belonging, Australians, Place and Aboriginal Ownership,
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My uncertainty drives this pattern

Like most visual creative processes, making progress on assertions within the medium of
painting requires a development of, or at least a refinement of language. It involves using
an existing alphabet and vocabulary, but ordering it in a manner specific to the intended
outcomes. The following monochromatic study provides an example of the seemingly
contradictory dual drivers of certainty and uncertainty in this process. The image presents
a starting point with a reduced set of pictorial elements, leaving open possibilities for
further visual development.

Fig. 7. Paul Lambeth, Monochrome Study #1, © The Artist.
2008, black and white ink on paper,
45 x 45cm.

My work is an aleatory process which utilises landscape as a foundation for poetic
consideration. A key concern for me in this endeavour is the maintenance of a freshness
of execution that should be evident in the final image, whilst simultaneously organising
the space to carry the conceptual content.

(Cambridge Universty Press, 2000), p. 41.
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My intent is not to overplay the importance of the specific landscapes themselves in the
exploration of image making, but to recognise the landscape as a partial source of
foundation material. As Fred Williams put it:
I only use the subject matter as an excuse to hang the picture on. 8

Whilst the events at the Dig Tree are a background sketch in the consciousness of many
Australians, there is general recognition that the Burke and Wills expedition, along with
other colonial events, are important to our collective knowledge of place. This is
confirmed by the number of times the story has been retold in recent history. As is
recorded for all to see at the site of the untimely end of the Burke and Wills expedition:

The Dig Tree marks the site of a tragic sequence of events associated
with an epic nineteenth century Australian exploration. Just as the events
leading up to the deaths of explorers Burke and Wills are a tragedy of
9
errors, confusion still shrouds the story of the Dig Tree.

Fig. 8. Paul Lambeth, Site of the Dig Tree, Coopers Creek, © The Artist.
2007, photograph.

8

S. Smee, ‘Williams Abroad’:
http://home.vicnet.net.au/~abr/March04/Smee.htm (accessed 18/11/06)
9
Photographed at the Dig Tree site, Coopers Creek. November, 2007.
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The story of Burke and Wills has continued to provoke the curiosity of Australians
as an example of heroism and bravado against all odds. The place of this story in
popular culture is reflected by the number of published retellings available.
The following illustrations are examples of this point.

Fig. 9. Example publications of the Burke and Will’s story.

In the following chapter I use the story of the Burke and Wills expedition to
review past and current responses to place from visual arts and other perspectives.
I superimpose the European derived stories of Don Quixote and El Dorado over
the land and colonial experience of Australia.
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Chapter 2
False knowledge rises to the surface
Summer is not a time for cultural superimposition

My experience in reading the story of this land from a post colonial point of view is often
one of recognition of overlays. The most apparent and dramatic in this respect is the
overlay of the European perspective on an indigenous sensibility, which is
understandable, both in terms of traditional European colonial dominance and of the often
intangible nature of indigenous knowledge to a European sensibility. In this current work,
for purposes of illumination in European terms, I further add to this reframing by
considering the nature of the individual characters of Burke and Wills using a culturally
powerful image of misplaced optimism, that of Cervantes’ Don Quixote, in which we see
a story of appalling innocence in the face of overwhelming odds. In making this overlay, I
overtly superimpose the relationship between Don Quixote de la Mancha and his blindly
faithful squire Sancho Panza, over that of the central characters in our own Burke and
Wills story.

Don Quixote …
The more I pondered the character of this man Robert O’Hara Burke, the more I sense
him as a hapless, though potentially likeable character, though outrageously unfit for the
purpose which he was employed. It seems, in hindsight at least, that it was an
extraordinary set of circumstances that led him to be appointed as leader of the Victorian
Exploring Expedition.

One scholarly assessment of Burke claimed that he was:
a man who had never travelled beyond the settled districts of Australia,
who had no experience of exploration and who was notorious for getting
lost on his way home from the pub. 10

10

S. Murgatroyd, The Dig Tree, (Melbourne: Text Publishing, 2002), p. 55.
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This is a singular description of a man entrusted with the task of guiding an expedition
into an unknown land, with the lives of his companions and the success of the mission at
the whim of his decisions. It was after reading such background material that I pictured
Burke more as an anti-hero, seeing him as an Irish-Australian version of Alonso Quixano,
the protagonist in Miguel de Cervantes’ parody on chivalrous, un-worldly behaviour.

In my construction, William John Wills becomes Burke’s Sancho Panza and Julia
Matthews, a stage actress and unattainable object of fascination for Burke, his Dulcinea
del Toboso. In the 1992 film Don Quixote, 11 director Jess Franco portrays the protagonist,
Alonso Quixano, as the quintessential chivalrous gentleman. A self delusional Quixote,
with his side kick Sancho Panza, sets out on a journey in search of love and adventure. A
creation of his imagination is a woman, Dulcinea del Toboso, a fantasy love and a focus
in his aspiration for chivalry.

Whilst this may represent a somewhat playful superimposition of character and plot over
the more serious events of the Burke and Wills expedition, it has been provided to allow
the development of insight into the heroic, though delusional and oft-times selfdestructive actions, of the expeditions key players. In pursuing this superimposition, I
imagine William John Wills, who, in a novelistic manifestation I impose as an imaginary
Sancho Panza. Wills the classical thinker, displayed the practical skills essential for
exploration. For Burke, he was the ever faithful off-sider to the bitter end. In a further
entwinement of the two stories, we have the romantic (chivalrous) Burke, dreaming of
consummating his love for Julia Matthews, the allegorical Dulcinea del Toboso.
Matthews was, according to one account:
a seductive actress and singer who captivated Burke until he was
prepared to risk everything to win her love. 12

Implicit in this observation is that, like the action of Don Quixote, Burke was willing to
gamble with the success of the expedition and the lives of his companions in the hope, the
vain hope, that they would achieve their ends and he would be bathed in a warm glory
that his unreachable love could not resist. All the time, Wills, playing the part of Sancho,
11

Don Quixote, Film Distributor Image Entertainment Released 1992, Directed Jess Franco,
1992, (DVD).
12
Murgatroyd, The Dig Tree, p. 63.
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nestled behind his camel’s hump with instruments at hand, faithfully following his
leader’s wild decisions. This strongly parallels the role of Sancho, who obediently
followed his master despite being often perplexed by Quixote’s actions. Whilst rescuing
Quixote from a series of ludicrous situations, Sancho continued to focus upon the rewards
of adventure with which Quixote had beguiled him.
It should be noted, however, that paradoxically, whilst Burke was the expedition leader, it
was Wills who had the navigation skills necessary to achieve their goals. Clearly, it
would have been better for Wills to set the direction of the expedition and make decisions
impacting their survival. I would suggest here that the appointment of Robert O’Hara
Burke as leader of the Victorian Exploring Expedition highlights the limited
understanding of the specifics of place in the wider colonial view, and indicated that there
was a trust in providence and classical thought to provide the confidence, and perhaps
arrogance, to embark into the unknown.

Having made this overlay, I attempted to project myself onto the land through the
separate personas of Burke and Wills, taking, successively, the part of the romantic
contemporary traveller and the functioning classical thinker. It was from these positions
and the comfort of a modern four wheel drive vehicle, that I considered the presence of
the landspace before me, both in painting and verse.

… or Eldorado?

Alternatively, the Burke and Wills’ story could be viewed as an Australian version of the
search for El Dorado, replacing a search for a mythical city of gold with a search for a
pastoral Arcadia with promises of untold riches and glory. This expedition, to many, was
a commercial search for a pastoral wonderland, offering Melbourne’s entrepreneurs, the
backers of the Burke and Wills expedition, the chance of untold riches. William Stawell,
along with others, is an example of those who were drawn to this notion. It has been
suggested in this regard, that:
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William Stawell was an influential figure in Melbourne. He exploited
Burke’s weakness to implement his own Machiavellian plans for the
expedition. 13

Like the El Dorado myth, the desperately tragic Burke and Wills episode was one with no
city of gold at its end, only death and disappointment. Whilst as individuals, many
members of the Burke and Wills expedition displayed extraordinary levels of heroism, the
mission itself can, however, only be considered a failure. This failed achievement is an
important point when considering our current responses to place, the natural environment
and our sense of belonging. In this sense, the Burke and Wills saga still has currency, and
the implicit lessons within the story are still potent and timeless signposts to what might
lie before us all.

As we have seen, despite great enterprise and determination, our colonial forbears did not
often see or read this land with the appropriate level of understanding necessary for
survival and sustainability. Given that many of today’s pressing environmental issues can
be attributed to our collective global social aspirations, we must recognize the nature and
effect of our post colonial contributions to progress at the national and local level. As a
nation we are currently attempting to manage our way through large scale national
environmental problems exemplified by water flow, salinity, and top soil degradation
issues in the Murray-Darling basin. This area was traversed by the Burke and Wills
expedition in the 1860s, and when I followed it some 150 years later, I was acutely aware
that what I was experiencing visually was on the surface the same and yet markedly
different to that which Burke and Wills had observed. Whilst post colonial activity has
left its damaging marks on the land, the deep resonance of a longer geological measure
can also be felt. In the development of this body of work it became important to evoke
geological presence in addition to the attached human stories.

13

Murgatroyd, The Dig Tree, p. 25.
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Fig. 10. Paul Lambeth, Somewhere in South Western Queensland #3, © The Artist.
2007, photograph.

In the Tracks of the Hapless
The key players in the expedition involved in the final dash to the gulf were from the
island cultures of Ireland and England; Burke and King being Irish, Wills and Gray were
English. Whilst there is much evidence that the individual explorers sought adventure, it
does not follow they had the psychological tools to feel they belonged to this place. For
example, whilst having recognised bush skills, Gray was a sailor, doomed to die far from
the sea in a rocky, alien desert.

It is difficult for us to imagine the adjustments that these men made in attempting to adapt
to the Australian continent. It is more than likely that they were in a state of constant
stress, brought to the surface by the environment which generated its own terror of space.
It is also likely that the explorers may have implemented methods of dealing with this
ever-present background of uncertainty. William Wills, I picture, mounted on his camel
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with his navigational instruments laid out within reach, creating an introspective small
space within the reality of the immense perceptual vistas.

Whilst the explorers may not have constantly experienced immediate danger from the
landscape, there must have been an ever-present menace in the understanding that the
environment they were in would not provide for them. Indeed, Australian painter Mandy
Martin explicitly explored the terror of landscape in her 2008 exhibition titled Wanderers
in the Desert of the Real. In this collection, the work ‘Thunderstorm over Paestum was
devoted to depictions of the sublime terror of landscape.’ 14 From the same body of work,
Martin exhibits a large ominous painting showing the explorer Warburton coming out of
the dark, emerging from the desert, an unknown space.

However, unlike Mandy Martin, I have no aspiration to explore the terror of space as a
device for image structure. I considered this notion, nevertheless, in my direct experience
of landscapes and in reflecting on the experiences of my two key protagonists. I have
taken numerous journeys into dry inland areas of Australia including much of the territory
traversed by Burke and Wills, and on occasions, I too have experienced a fear or anxiety
of space. Whilst the degree of the sensation could not be elevated to that of agoraphobia,
the sensation is nevertheless real. The experience is internal whilst the catalyst is external.

Looking for a moment to a broader field than the visual arts, in discussing subjective truth
the philosopher Søren Kierkegaard delineates human anxiety as;

passionate inwardness - of subjective adherence is the only way to deal with our
anxiety. 15

Combining Kierkegaard’s notion and my own experience I reflected on Burke and Wills’
response to the vast space that confronted them for weeks on end. It seems that a
narrowing of their scope of view by both practical and psychological methods would have
presented the only means of managing the overwhelming scale of space, recalling the
14

M. Martin, ‘Wanderers in the Desert of the Real’:
www.roslynoxley9.com.au/news/releases/2008/03/04/144 (accessed 30/3/03)
15
G. Kemerling, ‘Kierkegaard: The Passionate Individual’:
http://www.philosophypages.com/hy/5t.htm#truth (accessed 3/3/08)
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need that I also felt to filter or subdue the incoming visual information. As indicated
earlier, the strategies I have employed to manage space have presented as both
serendipitous circumstance and conscious action. The car window or motorcycle helmet
served to frame the landscape, providing an inherent editing of visual space thereby
subduing feelings of terror or anxiety of space by containing it within an already familiar
mobile frame.

On occasions, I was further conscious of narrowing my field of gaze to an even smaller
area. This may be by a visual study of what lies at my feet or by focusing on a particular
section of the horizon. Such a focus acts to reduce the scale of consciousness to
something psychologically and visually manageable in addition to providing visual source
material manageable within the conventions of painting.
I found that this technique can also be aided by the use of a binoculars or a camera with a
long focal length lens.

In narrowing the conceptual and visual range for the purposes discussed and in the
manner described, I have developed differing approaches to the making of images.
Phrases to describe these approaches are ‘dips in the horizon’, ‘space between place’ and
‘reading country’, which I will expand on in the next chapter. Pragmatic solutions to
image making, can serve a dual purpose in contributing to conceptual problems. By
taking a binocular view of a given thought I am able to narrow my conceptual gaze to
given points of resolution. This intentional narrowing of both a visual and conceptual
gaze creates hot spots of activity and small, achievable outcomes. The three titles come
from both research of early inland Australian exploration and my own observations. The
content of the images commences with the background material to these titles.

If God is a Place, then we are lost

Whilst investigation of place is intrinsic to the direction and outcomes of this research, I
would also like to acknowledge the value and search for aesthetic power in the creation of
the visual works. In addition to responding to place, in the art making process, I have
taken direction from both European and Indigenous Australian art.
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As a non-indigenous Australian I have access to the history of European art as visual
reference. Indigenous artists, aspiring to tradition, have potential access to an existing
refined graphic language of expression. I am still feeling for a visual language fit for this
purpose. In this respect, by acknowledging the presence of Aboriginal influenced content
in my imagery, I have consciously sought to not overtly appropriate from indigenous
artists. Nevertheless, even with this self-caution in mind, I feel I should acknowledge the
importance of Australian Aboriginal artists in re-presenting the Australian land to a post
colonial audience.

Fig. 11. Paul Lambeth, If God is a place, then we are lost, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on paper, detail 15 x 15cm.
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I am not alone in experiencing this tension. The approach of Imants Tillers, for example,
an artist known for his appropriation of Aboriginal imagery, has had the following written
of his work:
Tillers is quite explicit in his inclusion of Aboriginal art in positive terms,
acknowledging its importance and its significant intervention in the
history of Australian art, which ironically allows Australian art to refocus
on landscape and the history of place. 16

Clearly, country is important to indigenous Australians, beyond a simple rational
economic level. From a non indigenous perspective, I might read an indigenous persons
relationship to place, to be akin to a connection with God. That is, a spiritual relationship.
In a European developed sensibility, it follows that this relationship is a revered one.
Place, country, is to be worshipped. A reverential care of place is required to avoid
becoming spiritually lost. A most potent challenge in acknowledging the nature of the
relationship to land, as held by indigenous Australians, is not to romanticise or turn the
complex into the simplistic and banal. This is a delicate balance of acknowledged
influence without unethical appropriation. The following statement, made by an
indigenous artist, communicates in a clear and deceptively simple manner, what is the
most complex of issues in human experience. That is, our relationship to ourselves via
place.
We paint country that is important to us 17

Country is important to our well being in more than a physical sense. It contributes to our
sense of collective self. The notion of country as held by the traditional custodians of this
land creates a belonging to country, rather than the land belonging to individual or
collective owners. Country is part of the people. The notion of belonging to country has
seeped through to many of us through popular media, however, we have not as yet
developed a collective deep belonging to place.

16

H. Morphy, ‘One World Many Visions’:
www.nga.gov.au/EXHIBITIONS/TILLERS (accessed 2/5/08)
17
Dead Heart, Melbourne, ABC Television, (10pm. 18/3/08)
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The deep and complex interactions with place are religious in form. That is, the myths
associated with place are real and alive, requiring religious sensibility to acknowledge
human interaction with the organic and spiritual.

Fig. 12. Tjumpo Tjapanangka, Wilkinpa, Artists country, c. 1990,
synthetic polymer paint on canvas, 1200 x 1800 cm.
Private collection, Sydney, Aboriginal Art
and Spirituality, Australlia, Dove, 1991.
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We must paint this country to keep it alive 18

The statement above leads me to question the role of imaging country in contemporary
Australia. There can be a distinction between the intents of indigenous artists painting
country with inherited knowledge of land and non indigenous artists utilising the process
of imaging landscape as an axis for conversation of personal meaning. The motif of
landscape provides a nexus between philosophical thought and esoteric experience.
That is;
to speak of experience beyond the experience of art itself’ 19

With the difficulty and potential of unethical appropriation, I have taken the approach of
painting landscape of non specific places. This has reduced the likelihood of imposition
of value and meaning over existing stories unknown to me. I have generally avoided
using visual hierarchy in the images as an additional method of establishing generic
sensation of place. I take a simple path. In the image making process I attempt a merger
between the outer and inner worlds of experience. The outer world, a sensory exploration
of landscape, particularly visual, suggests a representational approach. The inner world
leans toward an abstract approach to image making. My process attempted to bridge the
nexus between these two possible responses. Again, to quote Morphy, on the work of
Imants Tillers’;

The nature of Tillers art practice is such that it is always looking in two directions:
externally to the world of images – to the body of knowledge contained within itand internally as an expression of his own reflective journey. 20

18

Dead Heart, Melbourne, ABC Television, (10pm. 18/3/08)
Murray Bail, ed. Ian Fairweather, (Sydney and London: Bay Books, 1981), p. 161.
20
H. Morphy, ‘One World Many Visions’: www.nga.gov.au/EXHIBITIONS/TILLERS
(accessed 2/5/08)
19
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Whilst my images are not representational of objective place, neither are they totally
removed from their subject as pure abstractions. The paintings are derivative of landscape
relying upon both observed and imagined reality for their conception and application.

A long way to future love of country, of self

Moving from known temperate coastal urban environments to the unfamiliar inland, as
some Australians do on a recreational basis, presents the viewer with difficult visual and
sense challenges. An immediate artistic challenge for a painter of landscape is how to
transpose the language of the land and mind into painted form, and how to synthesise the
conscious sensations of the eye into visual language. Consistent with most creative
processes, there is no rational way to approach this undertaking. This is by no means a
new problem in the tradition of painting, but what is consistent, through time and place, is
the value of the organic world in demanding artistic reaction. As discussed earlier, one
artistic strategy I have employed is to be place-generic in the development of the images.
In exploring this aim, my working method is to develop the images in the meditative
isolation of the studio rather than en plein air. Removed from external information they
evolve from information in memory on the back of numerous travels through inland
Australia observing and absorbing the forms of land. Whilst my conceptual intent is
narrow and consistent from one image to the next, each painting is intended to be an
autonomous formal composition.

An outcome of narrowing my conceptual focus has informed a narrowing of approach in
image making. The conscious decision to set my gaze height, when viewing the landscape
impacts on formal elements of painting construction. The abstraction and representation
divide, as reflected in thought and image making is an example of dual function between
concept and application. Much of my process can be viewed as an oscillation between the
patterns of my thinking and the marks made with pigment on ground. Neither one stands
before the other. Images give rise to concept development, concepts conceive images, and
images lead to images in a soup of thought and action. The marriage between conceptual
development and imaging making processes are discussed in further detail in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 3
Green southern gardens would compliment inland red

Just the Way We See It

The compositional technique of a high horizon line, as often utilised by Fred Williams,
has almost become a cliché in Australian landscape painting. However, whilst for my
purposes I do not discount it as a useful device, my preferred description of the approach
used in this work is to lower my gaze, rather than pictorially raise the horizon. Although
this description of my approach may read as mere rhetoric, I would point out that as some
of the images are constructed from a combination of both identifiable motifs and
abstracted marks, the described method serves as a practical tool in image construction.

In a number of paintings, the horizontal dividing line may be read as horizon motif,
consciously placed high in the frame. Because of the particular circumstances of the
creation of these works, these images were created some time after having had the visual
experience. Also, as the human eye does not take in information in a static manner, I
explored merging numerous visual frames of memory into one image,
with the result that the individual paintings are not intended as representational of
a singular landscape vista.

For the images with horizon, this compositional method could also be read as painterly
hyperbole. I suggest that the saving notion for utilising this compositional device is in the
treatment of what might be read as the earth. In some images the earth areas are presented
as abstracted cross sections of ground rather than as descriptions of organic matter seen
from the surface. Because I am not attempting to be specifically descriptive, these images
do not aspire to be a window on the world.
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Fig. 13. Fred Williams, Forest of Gum Trees, c. 1965 – 66,
mezzotint on Arches paper, plate 13-13/16” x 10-15/16”,
Fred Williams Etchings, NSW, Australia,
Rudy Komon Gallery, 1968, p. 83.
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When excluding sky space altogether, I take one step closer to a complete reductive
abstraction. This approach narrows the perceived divide between representation and
abstraction, though it is arguable in my work that this divide is really non-existent, and
that all painting is an abstraction. Oddly, in an apparent self contradiction here, when
including representational motifs in these paintings, I have found that I tend to lean
towards an objective narrative. Perhaps a clearer statement in articulating my intent is that
I attempt to present a subjective narrative with Australian landscape as a foundation, thus
allowing the viewer room to develop the image. On reflection,
I think that this approach has much in common with Ian Fairweather’s work which
successfully straddles the line between abstraction and representational imagery.

It’s between representation and that other thing, whatever that is, and it’s
difficult to keep one’s balance. 21

Fig. 14. Ian Fairweather, Mangrove, c. 1961 – 62, Art Gallery of NSW, Ian Fairweather,
Sydney and London: Bay Books, 1981, p. 174.

21

Murray Bail, ed. Ian Fairweather, (Sydney and London: Bay Books, 1981), p. 160.
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Consistent with the use of the compositional devices as discussed, is the elision of paint
application as an important element of my method. The risk in this farouche, or wild
approach is the absence of a potential and aspired grace in the final paintings, since, for
my purposes, grace in image is certainly on my list of intentions. In such an endeavour,
however, there is reward in arriving at an image-matching intent, recognising that the
intent cannot be pre-stated.

Bowl-shaped sky rolling over thick horizons

I believe that in 1771, Captain James Cook got it wrong when, observing the Australian
mainland continent for the first time. He described it as follows:
Hanging clouds and a thick horizon are certainly no signs of a continent 22

In the statement above, Cook highlights the import of decision making in an exploration
context by reading the horizon. Although his reading on this occasion was incorrect, he
was certainly sensitive to the qualities of horizon. In considering our relationship with the
horizon over time, I suggest we have a diminished sensitivity to both its existence and
potential meanings.

In urban environments in which many of us spend the majority of our lives, the sky is
little more than a backdrop surrounding the frame of man-made objects, appearing as a
negative space in which we overlay our dominant constructed three dimensional urban
images. In constructing our own worlds, we tend to omit those subtle qualities that are
evident in natural visual spaces. Gaining experience of the visual world, as many of us do,
either from life in constructed environments or through reproduced methods such as print
or electronic mediums, presents a highly edited view of the world. That is, much of our
visual information is received in pre digested two dimensional form. In receiving
information this way, the experience of reading country is impacted. In my own
investigations in visually reading country, I have come to utilise the existing frames of
camera and windows as transposition aids.

22

P. Carter, The Road to Botany Bay, (Boston and London: Faber and Faber, 1987), from
letter to John Walker, 1771, p. 1.
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I suggest that, as urban creatures, we have minimal awareness of the organic visual
qualities of atmosphere, in particular the sky and its interaction with the landmass. This is
the space we name the horizon, but in many built urban environments there is little or no
horizon visible. That is not to say the horizon does not exist, or that intellectually we
know it exists. It is rather that the horizon does not often make it to the front of our
consciousness because we are not reminded of its existence by daily visual exposure; or,
as in the case of Burke and Wills, as a survival necessity.

Fig. 15. Paul Lambeth, Bowl-shaped sky rolling over thick horizons, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on paper, detail #1, 15 x 15cm.

Information of the horizon is primarily acquired by the eye, making it fertile ground for
investigative practice within the discipline of visual arts. For the early inland Australian
explorers, reading the horizon was critical to the success of their task, not to forget that it
was also essential to their physical survival. Sighting the horizon was necessary for
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navigation by sextant and for other survival techniques which I will discuss later in this
exegesis.

No matter, I am home in unknown place
There is a traditional-urban view of the majority of the landmass of Australia, which
Germaine Greer has accurately described here:

In Australian literature, the Europeans’ corrosive unease expresses itself
in a curious distortion of the pathetic fallacy, which characterises the land
as harsh, cruel, savage, relentless, the sky as implacable, pitiless and so
forth. The heart of the country is called dead. 23

It is under this ‘implacable sky’ of my colonial forbears that I have contemplated a
contemporary response to horizon and a land that urbanity describes as having a dead
heart. In contrast to this oft-touted view, I experience and paint a land with a powerful
thumping heart, suggesting it is a viewer’s cultural position and mind-set, rather than the
characteristics of the land, which determine the responses as articulated by Germaine
Greer. After more than two hundred years of colonial habitation, the majority of the
Australian population still cling to the edge of the plate, but, perhaps more significantly,
still consider the inland as too difficult to endure when compared to the temperate coast.
A continued lack of exposure to the heartlands of this continent contributes to the
maintenance of a real distance between an aspired-to bush identity and the reality of our
urban lives. The outback is still out back – in fact, it is way out back of our minds for
many Australians.

The fire still burns

In stark contrast to European responses to rural Australia, much indigenous imagery is an
exaltation of belonging to country and an inclusion of community activity. In
acknowledging this belonging through art practice, indigenous artist Michael Nelson
Tjakamarra generously and humorously puts it thus:

23

G. Greer, “Whitefella Jump Up, The Shortest Way To Nationhood.” In Quarterly Essay, ed.
P. Craven, Melbourne: Black Inc., 2003), p. 6.
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I always do my work and painting in my own community at Papunya.
This is most important for me. I want to show my work to the world so
that white Europeans can understand what it is for. Without this, they
wouldn’t understand us, but when they see my work on big canvases and
they see that I am a good artist, they know my name, they invite me out
to dinner. I once did a painting on a BMW car which made white people
very interested. 24

When leaving the built environment and experiencing landscape with full sky and 360
degree horizon, I often require an adjustment period. Visiting specific places, first known
as names on a map or by reputation, I attempt to read the country as it unfolds before my
gaze. I note a collective obsession with lookouts and roadsides stops, often presenting
awe-inspiring views overlaid with relatively recently applied names. These are the
products of a contemporary tourism industry that has an urban sensibility. It seems
possible to traverse the country by simply taking in the sights at lookouts and waterfalls.
In this way, visiting lookouts and gazing at vast horizon lines from car parks dotted with
tourist buses, it would be possible to have an experience of landscape without ever
leaving a vehicle. However, these buses, seemingly large in urban spaces, shrink to toylike dimensions in an Australian landscape context. In longing for an experience of place
with heartfelt meaning, I recall and lament T.S. Eliot’s poetic observation:
We had the experience but missed the meaning,
and approach to the meaning restores the experience. 25

The key question for me here is how do we achieve the second line - and approach to the
meaning restores the experience? That is, how do we ensure that reflection on an
experience of an unknown place can generate meaningful experience? My strategy in
attempting the leap from Eliot’s first line to the second line is to most often avoid the
specific named places featured as representative of the land on glossy brochures, and to
instead concentrate on little recognised places, found by meandering down back roads and
secondary lines on maps. In this way, I can contribute to the construction of a more
meaningful personal experience. At times this can mean walking just 50 metres from the

24
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Rosemary Crumlin, ed. Aboriginal Art and Spirituality, (Australia: Dove, 1991), p. 128.
T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets., (London: Faber & Faber, tenth impression, 1975), p. 34.
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highway to places that will never make it in glossy-brochure form because there is
nothing that overtly distinguishes it as a special feature or a place in popular stories.
For my purposes this makes these anonymous places approachable, conducive to visual
interpretation and worthy for consideration to represent the wider meaning of place.

Eliot’s poetic lines also can be used to pivot questions on our contemporary relationship
with the horizon. The horizon positions us in physical space. Alternative horizontal planes
take on this role in urban spaces, in the form of skirting boards, roads, buildings and
bench tops. However, in the country, the horizon is the closest thing we get to a framing
device in the natural world, clarifying our presence in gravitational reality. Tellingly,
young children often leave out the horizon when drawing objects in space, where their
constructed figures float around, apparently without a sense of gravity. There appears to
be no up or down. Only after some years of experience do children’s drawings include the
horizon line, and then it is often shown with all included objects sitting on it; the house,
the car and family members. As children, commencing to include the horizon in
descriptive drawings may well be the manifestation of having experienced the realities of
gravity, either falling over or being fallen on. However, for my purposes, at this time,
consideration of the horizon is an intellectual rather than a physical exercise. The horizon
may also be considered in a metaphysical sense, since the horizon is the most tangible
reference point between earth and the heavens. Because it is to the heavens that we have
for centuries ascribed our deepest mysteries, the horizon represents the line which
separates the finite from the infinite, the knowable from the unknowable and ultimately
divides earthly man from heavenly gods. It is a rich line, culturally and spiritually, to
consider in the development of images.

Fig. 16. Paul Lambeth, Photograph of thick horizon, © The Artist.
2007, photograph.
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Fig. 17. Paul Lambeth, No matter, I am home in unknown place, © The Artist.
2007, oil on canvas, 60 x 60cm.

The meaning is here, tragic as it feels

On my journey to Coopers Creek, after travelling some hundreds of kilometres in open
country, I came to the site of the Dig Tree, which provided a reprieve from the difficulties
of digesting unending large scale vistas. The dominant open plains country in Australia
can be difficult to process, and the coolabahs and the riverbank on the Cooper provided a
more intimate and digestible finite space. Burke and Wills may have felt similar reprieve,
though amplified many times after days on foot, horseback and camel rather than the
relatively few hours I spent in the cabin of a car. I imagine the horizon as having been a
key focus for Burke and Wills. Navigation required sighting the horizon by determining
one’s position using a sextant. The location of water, obviously necessary for survival,
was often signposted on the horizon by lines of trees along river banks or dips in the
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horizon, and the inherent success and survival of the expedition hinged on accurate
readings of the horizon.

Fig. 18. Paul Lambeth, The meaning is here, tragic as it feels, © The Artist.
2007, oil on canvas, 60 x 60cm.

What existed in inland Australia was a core question for the colony, and therefore
investigation of the land became a central task of the explorers. Burke and Wills were
contributing to the definition of this space and were transcribing it to a colonised place,
making known what was previously unknown to the wider world, though known
intimately by Aboriginal people within their own country.

There are multiple interpretations of horizon in the paintings. As my intent is not to paint
scenes, or in most cases make place specific paintings, I often avoid the inclusion of the
horizon line. Some images may be read as plan views, and by looking at my feet and
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interpreting scaled down versions of the whole landspace, I am aspiring to suggest a
wider human vision open to individual readings. I have utilised a mythopoetic approach
in this investigation, being consciously engaged with the intent of exploring the
historically diminished mystery of space. This can be seen in the use, at times, of a
dividing line in the images which deliberately separates the earth from the heavens. It is a
statement which separates things of substance from things ethereal. In both the
experiential and expressed components of this process, I have paid much attention to the
qualities and questions of this tangible and poetic dividing line.

There seems plenty of time to wallow in a thought, strange

It has been an imperative for me to approach the visual investigations of the horizon with
multiple solutions due to the visual variations presented at each site. In forested or scrub
areas, at human eye level the horizon barely presents itself; or when it does, it is in small
elusive visual scraps. In an inland Australian context, this can result in a visually
indigestible collage, which to a European-influenced sensibility lacks the logic or order of
urban spaces. This is in contrast to the geological young appearance of European
landscape. In much Australian scrub country, I am deeply enticed to enter an imaginative
space, where I can respond to either the organic chaos or the organic logic, depending on
the preferred reading.

Fig. 19. Paul Lambeth, Photograph of unknown place, © The Artist.
2006, photograph.
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It soon becomes obvious that the safety net of plumb verticals in the mathematically
simplified urban environment which make for neat reading are not available in the more
complex patterns of the organic visual world. In this environment, even the perceived
horizontal of the apparent horizon can only be seen as a staccato line, visually broken by
the interceding scrub or blurred by effect of distance, heat or haze. To unearth the logic in
this place, an approach I have utilised is to pay particular attention to this line. The recent
work, TERRA SPIRITUS… with a darker shade of pale by Tasmanian artist Bea
Maddock, is an inspiring example of an artist’s poetic response to land and place with
strong reference to the horizon.
the latin, meaning spirit of the land or land of spirit, conveys the artists desire to
explore the implications of living in a specific place – in the present and with a
sense of the past. 26

At the first level of observation, in much of inland Australia which has sparse or low
lying vegetation, the apparent horizon can initially appear as a circumference of unbroken
line. However with more careful scrutiny, using the aid of binoculars and long focal
length camera lenses, other features powerfully emerge. The horizon can, at times,
present as a series of complex, roughly horizontal layered lines of varying widths and
sharpness. Depending on the conditions and the atmosphere, these lines also vary in their
hue and density. What is surprising about this observation is that artists of the 1860s,
painting in the European tradition within this scope of their preferred subject matter,
tended to paint the horizon as a relatively sharply defined line separating land from sky.
In pre photographic times, this approach was taken, in part, because the artist’s role was
often to document place. For example, Ludwig Becker, naturalist and artist on the Burke
and Wills expedition, provided an artist’s view of specific places at the time. Becker’s art
had partly an illustrative function, consistent with the charter of the exhibition to
document the journey. It is if particular interest to me to observe the artistic decisions
made by Becker. In the image ‘View of distant mountains, seen from Gogirga hills’ the
artist utilises the converging hills as a framing device in what I sense as a vast space. The
inward sloping hills provide a visual passage for the viewer, and for the artist a method of
narrowing the visual scope. Artists, depicting inland Australian landscape at this time,
were working with a visual language developed from the vastly different environment of
26

Art Gallery of South Australia, “Terra Spiritus…a darker shade of pale”:
http://www.artgallery.sa.gov.au/2007/EX07%20Bea%20Maddock.htm (accessed 6/10/08)
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Europe. The challenge presented was one of how to adapt quickly to the visual presence
and difference of this land.

Fig. 20. Ludwig Becker, View of distant mountains, seen from Gogirga hills, c. 1860,
Becker Sketchbook, folio 80, A Journey to Cooper’s Creek, Melbourne,
Melbourne University Press at the Miegunyah Press in Association with the
State Library of Victoria, 1993, p. facing 19.

Now I am here I can see it clear

The horizon line can also be read as the most dominant visual object within the
observable landspace, and as such it naturally demands contemplation and attention.
However, when moving from contemplation and observation to mark-making, there is a
significant translation factor. During the application of pigment, there is the fact of the
materials own gravitational factor. The push and pull of the material itself contributes to
the process of visual resolution and therefore to the end product. I argue that providing I
recognise and understand the qualities inherent in the material, I can find expressive
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solutions within the material and the self set conceptual framework to resolve a painting.
Nevertheless, in part, the process of paint application leads the way. In addition to the
recognition of what material it is I am working with, I attempt a dialogue with myself
during the making process, leaving open possibilities of new directions and associated
outcomes.

Fig. 21. Paul Lambeth, Now I am here I can see it clear, © The Artist.
2007, oil on canvas, 90.5 x 90.5cm.

At a more introspective level, I feel that I have some resonance with the Tibetan Buddhist
view that ‘Knowledge acquired by the eye . . . form and colour and the recognition that
knowledge can be deceiving’ 27 , and as such should be recognised and be of use in artistic
practice. This has led to my use of deception in image manufacture which is consistent
with much art practice in that it can be used to inject drama into a body of work and to
build a vehicle with which to transport the content. In this case, my vehicle is a
27

A. David-Neel and Lama Yongden, The Secret Oral Teachings in Tibetan Buddhist Sects, (San
Francisco: City Lights Books, 1967), p. 66.
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simulacrum of painterly marks suggesting a presence of landscape which embraces the
uncontrolled or aleatory nature of this method of image creation.

Further, it has emerged that Martin Heidegger’s concept of ‘praxical knowledge’,
particularly as summarised by Barbara Bolt, provides another perspective for describing
the process I use when working with material and subject. Bolt suggests that:

Martin Heidegger’s notion of handlability builds on the assumption that our
understanding of the world is predicated upon our dealings in the world.
According to this perspective, we come to know the world theoretically only after
we have come to understand it through handling. Through such dealings, our
apprehension is neither merely perceptual nor rational. Rather, such dealings or
handling reveals its own kind of tacit knowledge. 28

There are separate and yet connected experiences in weaving Heidegger’s notion of
handlability into my praxis. The first is the actuality of being in country, a multifaceted
sensory experience including visual and touch sensations. The second is the handling of
pigment on ground, again a multifaceted sensory experience. A third, and less identifiable
sensory experience, is that of forming words in written poetic form, to describe various
levels of experience. It is the merging of these experiences which underpin the concrete
and conceptual outcomes of the work.

We got lost in the light, lost in time and space

The horizon is an important space in vast places. For Wills, a classical thinker, the
horizon was important for navigation. For Burke, the romantic, the horizon may have
represented arrival, success, and in the end failure. It was something that, for Burke and
all other mortals, could never be arrived at. Although the horizon held the secret to both
success and survival, cruelly it is also the horizon, that space between earth and sky,
where visual confusion and disorientation emerge. Mirages confuse the line between land
and sky, making a blurred, indistinct space where visual accuracy cannot be confirmed.
In wooded mallee country, during those rare times when the horizon can be perceived, it
28
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is a maze of tangled brush with seemingly infinite overlaps, presenting as a place of
visual chaos with its own inscrutable organic order. For explorers in an unknown land,
there were lines upon lines, shapes set within shapes, all conspiring to prevent accurate
location of position and upsetting the fragile balance between life and death. For the artist,
there is also a fragile balance; between making marks founded on objects and the
depiction of ethereal air spaces. If I visualise zooming in, as with a camera, to specific
places on the horizon, I see the abstracted pictures with all the clarity of description
required to evoke place. However, my challenge is to describe this accurately in paint.
Much of the dry inland Australian land-space is anti symmetrical: verticals rarely exist as
they do in geologically younger lands like Europe, America or New Zealand; Australian
trees rarely aspire to a pure vertical or a European sense of geometry. It is imaging the
space that helps to locate oneself in place, but this is an easy place to be lost. Lost in light,
time and space, lost for the want of an image.

Fig. 22. Paul Lambeth, We got lost in the light, lost in time and space, © The Artist.
2007, oil on canvas, 45 x 45 cm.
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Earth red inflame your soul without reprieve

As observed, in attempting to paint the Australian landscape there is often a blurred line
between representation and abstraction. A conceptual partner to this notion is the balance
between orientation and dislocation, a question of how far to bend the image before
complete disorientation results.

Blues musicians know well the power of the bent note. There is no precision sought, nor
to be had in the employment of this technique. Blues music is often built on an apparently
simple, though solid formal structure with the power of expression coming from
individual musicians moving off the note or beat and imposing their human artistry.
The common 12 bar format as utilised in much Blues music is built on the triad of tonic,
sub dominant and dominant chord progression. This provides for wild improvisation over
the foundation of a formal structure in which lies the strength of the Blues music genre. I
am much inspired by this theoretical structure when experiencing the physical process of
painting. My formal underlying structure seems to be the use of a primary colour triad;
red as earth red, yellow as ochre yellow and blue, at times almost hue-neutralised to
blue-grey.

In addition to a simple formal approach to hue choice I maintain consistent use of the
square format for all images. This provides me with a uniform symmetrical constant, a
parallel for a 12 bar structure in Blues, allowing improvisation over the known form.
It has emerged that, ultimately, my knowledge of this process has evolved from my praxis,
as Barbara Bolt has observed:

This form of tacit knowledge provides a very specific way of
understanding the world, one that is grounded in material practice 29

In this investigation, I have found that the need to represent the observed object is not a
strong motivator in choosing landscape as a motif. Indeed, in a contemporary digital
world there is little need to take a Euclidean or strictly representational view of the
29
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painting process. My preferred working model is rather to provide a meditation on the
inherent lyrical structure of the organic environment transposed to the artificial and
plastic processes undertaken in the studio. What I have propositioned in this statement,
Simon Schama puts eloquently as follows:
Before it can ever be a repose for the senses, landscape is a work of the
mind. 30

There is a non linear intermingling between my observations and responses to place.
That is, experience of place is informed by prior knowledge and knowledge is gained by
experience. I paint the place, I observe the place, and vice versa.

Title rationale

In choosing a predominately intuitive approach to the construction of the suite of
paintings for this investigation, I have inherently presented myself with the problem of
synthesising their meaning. One method I have used in resolving this dilemma is by the
construction of image sets with both individual and overarching titles.
To assist the reader in interpreting this work, I provide the following overarching titles
with explanations:
Dips in the horizon - This title comes from numerous references to the method of finding
water by inland Australian explorers, of heading towards dips in the horizon in the search
for water and a general interest in the exploration of the horizon’s meaning. The horizon
also provided a visually delicate and subtle subject matter consistent with my conceptual
direction.
Space between place - As discussed earlier, the notion of the in-between spaces has
evolved to carry meaning and interest above that of designated named places. A focus on
what might be defined as negative space on a picture plane and as undesignated space in a
landscape, has provided much conceptual freedom in my responses to the environment.
This deliberate focus on the seemingly uneventful has provided rich visual material.
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S. Schama, Landscape and Memory, (New York: Knopf, 1995) cited, M. Modeen,
Remembered Places, (Ballarat, Ballarat Fine Art Gallery, 2007), p. 6.
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Reading country - Reading country refers to the translation process between optical
reference to abstract painting; it represented an internal conversation about how I could
transpose the three dimensional visual world of landscape into a painting with reference
to the conventions of the medium. In this process, the formal elements of the paintings are
manipulated as shape objects suggesting existence in the Australian landscape. The image
itself may then be the catalyst in the creation of further images, ultimately as a reference
to landscape. In essence, this is akin to the process of writing the language before using
the language.

Fig. 23. Paul Lambeth, Earth red inflame your soul without reprieve, © The Artist.
2007, oil on canvas, 45 x 45 cm.
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Surely this had meaning, small meaning

My path in progressing on an art-making journey has been to equate experiences of place
with inner poetic resolutions. Intuitively, the strongest, most potent images I produce are
those that are conceptually just out of reach of my understanding. In aspiring to working
out of my own reach, the only starting point I can articulate is at commencement stage. I
aspire to have the image take me to places I have not yet been. The Scottish artist Alan
Davie articulates an experience similar to my own when he says:

When I am working, I am aware of a striving, a yearning, the making of
many impossible attempts at a kind of transmutation – searching for the
formula for the magical conjuring of the unknowable. Many times the end
seems just within reach, only to fly to pieces before me as I reach it. 31

This embarking on the primal process of making a painting in a contemporary world can
be sensed as somewhat anachronistic. However, it is the primal and the deceptive
simplicity of the process which holds attraction for me. When something flies out of reach
I not only don’t know why, but I don’t know what flew out of reach. At best I can hope
for small experiences of meaning, or at least wallow in the search.

Because the place is here before you

Whilst the paintings have their foundation in experience, the motifs are explored
spontaneously at time of execution. This approach relies on a faith in the qualities of the
impalpable landscape. This is a landscape with intangible qualities, to be sensed but not
easily understood. Whilst often described as harsh and malevolent, the vulnerability of the
landscape surfaces in transcription to image. It is both our human helplessness, in the face
of the order of nature, and the exposure of the landscape to our activities which become
evident in the creative process.
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A. Davie, www.bbc.co.uk/.../gallery2/alan_davierev2.shtml (accessed 17/4/08)
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In human time value we are not as susceptible to the forces of nature, as nature is to our
presence. Human existence is the vulnerable entity if viewed in geological time. Whilst
this is a shocking recognition for me in a time of recognised global warming, I am
comforted in the solidity of the life, death regeneration cycle. With this thought in mind, I
am less anxious because of the apparent boundless vitality of the natural world and am
more able to rationalise my position as a mortal and as an artist. My questions, prompted
by the imagination, are posed because the place is unavoidably before me. With only a
few ingredients, it is not difficult to imagine an unfamiliar landscape, as much of inland
Australia was to Burke and Wills. As such, my intent in this investigation was not to
provide a visual narrative, or further mythologise the explorers, but to imagine these
men’s sensibility to place as a comparative exercise.

Fig. 24. Paul Lambeth, Bowl-shaped sky rolling over thick horizons, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on paper, detail #2, 15 x 15cm.
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In returning to my earlier stated aspiration of a poetical or lyrical response to landscape in
two-dimensional image making, I further observe the use or lack of a depth of space in
the paintings. A sense of space in the European tradition of landscape painting has long
been a central concern of artists working in this genre, along with the common foreground,
middle ground and background dilemmas in relation to compositional structure. In
contrast to the traditional concerns for painters in the European tradition, including that of
depicting depth in a two dimensional image, I am describing space without major concern
for a descriptive perspective depth. In conjunction with the technique of lowering my
gaze, I employ a flattening of space as a method of simplifying and developing an image
aspiring to evocative rather than descriptive presence. My visual cues are to be found in
subsections of the organic visual environment with the intent of dislocating knowledge of
space whilst locating the image as derived from landscape. I strive to work within the
conventions of painting recognising the formal elements in image making whilst actively
seeking configurations of colour and compositional structure complicit with my intent.
The directions and scope of this exploration is infinite and, for my part, insatiable.

Fig. 25. Paul Lambeth, Study for reading country, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on board, 45 x 45 cm.
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Conclusion
Approaching reflection

In bringing this work to a conclusion, I wish to reflect on the way that the production of
the artworks, the distances travelled in search of relevant footholds, and the crafting of
this exegetical essay have contributed to the Burke and Wills saga, and more widely, to
the culture that has both arisen from, and supported it. I have chosen to do this reflection
in verse form for a number of reasons, and in the paragraphs that follow I have explicated,
as well as possible, the reasons for this choice.

My original intent in choosing poetry to explore my response to this work was to allow an
opportunity to follow an imaginative path in written form to augment the more objective
document of the exegesis. At the same time, I believe that this medium can allow me to
compound the subjective qualities intrinsic to my painting process. However, during its
creation over several months, the poem began to evolve to a greater extent than I had
initially imagined, and as a result has become central to the methodology and outcome of
this research rather than as a reflective addendum to what I originally considered to be
core exegetical writing. As the work progressed the themes evident in the poem emerged
as both central and critical to the whole project.

Indeed, echoes of the poem began to be heard in both the main body of the text and the
images, as a result, I deliberately moved from viewing the poem as an addendum to the
more traditional academic writings and the paintings, to recognizing it and presenting it as
a formal and, hopefully powerful conclusion, to the intellectual journey.

In utilizing the poetic form within an exegesis structure, I am attempting to bridge what I
saw as a gap between written exegetical text and the visual language of the paintings. My
intent is that the poems work to conjure reflective images of this investigation, and to
parallel the poetic visual aspirations of the accompanying images.
To this end, the conceits evident in the poems aim to both tease out arguments exposed in
the exegesis and synthesize the felt experiences of the painted subjects. Whilst engaged in
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this task, I found the language style, or use of language in the poems grew to be as
important to me as the style of painting.

Looking back at my decision-making processes, central to both the creation of poetic
verses and the making of paintings, I observe a synchronization of principles between
creative writing and image making. More specifically, with due respect,
I acknowledge TS Eliot, an inspirational poet, whose work has assisted me to suspend my
singular view in cultural time, to a superimposition of an imaginative reality. This shift
from historical information to imagined knowledge has been a critical factor in the fusion
between creative writing and image making. It is, I suspect, in this process of attempted
suspension, that I may come close to making marks or statements which accurately reflect
experiences of a kind perhaps shared with Burke and Wills.

A comment on style and intent

The poetic reflection on this investigation into the legend of Burke and Wills is a poem in
two parts presented as vers libre. The first part is written in the first person omnipresent
voice of the exploration leader Robert O’Hara Burke, imagined as speaking to comrade
John King as Burke lay dying on the banks of the Cooper. King became the sole survivor
from the party of four traveling from Coopers Creek to the Gulf and back. The selection
of this imagined perspective of dying Burke to survivor King is a key notion in the
narrative perspective. The story, as told from Burke’s perspective as a dying man,
highlights the part King plays in representing a notion of survival, even when all had gone
hopelessly wrong. In this way, the poem focuses not on the hopes of physical survival by
Burke, but rather on the survival of a heroic story in which Burke played the leading
character.

The second part of the poem is an imaginative construction of a conversation of William
John Wills to his father. Records indicate that Wills was very close to his father, sharing a
profound scientific curiosity about life, and engaging in a strong emotional connection
within. It is this conjunction of the rational scientist and the devoted son that provides a
creative tension within the work. It is also a matter of record that Wills’ father was
apprehensive about his son’s participation in this expedition and openly expressed this
concern. As a result of their close emotional attachment and this foreboding premonition,
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Wills’ father grieved deeply at the loss of his son. As a consequence, this somewhat ironic
perspective of Wills speaking to his father is important to the structure the poem. Wills’
father was a dissenting voice in the lead-up to the expedition, speaking strongly about the
situation that was putting his son in unnecessary danger. This dissenting voice continued
after the death of his son, and became an important part of the paradox associated with the
whole enterprise that has been passed down to us. In writing this part of the poem, I drew
from my own experience as both a father and a son, understanding more acutely some of
the anguish, deep emotion and loss that often attend the father/son relationship.

Overall, a central and focusing intent in developing the poem in this way was to merge
intensely personal experiences, as illustrated through the imagined voices of Burke and
Wills, with more universal human themes of unrequited love, the hopeless search for
glory, hubris and disaster. By riding on the back of the historical account of the Burke and
Wills story, I intended to tap and illuminate a story deeply embedded in the psyche of this
nation.

In conclusion, whilst my attempt has been to access grand and generic themes of life
within the work, it is the personal and specific approaches taken to its creation which
have provided the navigational compass points for the journey.

Fig. 26. Robert O’Hara Burke and William John Wills, c. 1858, The Dig Tree,
New York: Broadway Books, 2002, black and white Photographs, p. colour front cover.
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Robert O’Hara Burke
Summer is not a time for cultural superimposition
Bowl-shaped sky rolling over thick horizons
Caught between gulf and temperate country
Intense long hot flame days
Bitter cold nights, flickered warm light on camel and horse
In furnace draught the human heart projects no heat
Scraggly figures in gibber and sand
More than cultural blindness places them here
An experience too intense to bear for long
But trust in providence and classical thought
Whilst others live light, dark thoughts weigh heavy
Blood in veins flow slow, nostrils burn
False knowledge rises to the surface
Even with survival in sight, no matter the pledge
Bleached bones will tell the story, of Nardoo struggle
Caught between death and life with knowledge of one
Glory is gone, the imagined nirvana, lost
If you were here,
in the tracks of the hapless
Coming in the skin of an outsider
With unnecessary tools though aplenty
In this place, at this time, how would you cope
Earth red inflame your soul without reprieve
It would be the same for you, same end
There would be nothing more to prop you
From time afar we know what they came for
This was not a prize to be had by stealth
Leave the trodden path and pay the price
Look behind you, see where you’ve come
A life, a path, a death. Same as here, though shorter
The meaning is here, tragic as it feels
When complete death enters
Surely this had meaning, small meaning
If we could only be here to see the summary
I hope they get us right, because this is the place
An end in itself, far from the womb but not so far
The inland sea does not exist, a dry sandy sea
But place is now here
The same place as home
I can become this place
This place can become me
No matter which way I come from
Or which time I come from
This does not take sense, just sensibility
Because, the place is here before you
You learn the place the place does not learn you
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Bring your curiosity, bring your baggage
Bow to the essence, pray to the primal
This is not a dead heart, the colour of soil and blood
There is life in the dead ancestors here, we are lucky
They cannot speak with us, we must learn from the knowers
Theirs is a language beyond life, beyond now
My rags are disintegrating, like my flesh
I cannot sense any flesh in the brittle dry
Even our words hang in the air
It is we, our bones
Who mark the end of this story
I breathe your dust you breathe mine
Our dust is our story
Let others despair, they breathe air
It is the flies that carry the flesh
Get them out of eyes and mouth
Let them become sand like the rest of us
It is the flies that make me irritable
I cannot laugh at flies
The river down there, the fire here
Far from what I thought mattered
Neither river nor fire care
If ours is a symbolic sacrifice
It is ours alone
Our bones shall become sand
They can bury our sand
Because we have forgotten the civilised
Not such a quiet place after all
Our thoughts only matter if found
There never was certainty
Equipment made us believe so
Do you remember the equipment
It made us do what we did
But at night it forgot it was we
It was we who carried it to new meaning
I have never seen a black flame
Can you see the black flame
It is not the flame of home
Death must not be ready yet
But we are surrounded by death
We must not feel special
Does no sound mean death
No sound moves over the sand
There are curious eyes for death
Coming from their smoky fires
A kindness they bring, at a distance
We are strange when alive
What must we be like near death
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They still come
I don’t stop the wind now
It moves right through me
Face down in the sand
I have no energy for self reflection
And what a nonsense that would be anyway
To scrutinise myself like a stranger
Past masters look down on me
But soon I will look down on them
Or is it the kindly dark faces of my dream
Faces baked in clay, of the earth
I am not alarmed by them
I assumed I know them though not intimately
We are the same, we are not the other
They know that, maybe it is not too late for me
Suddenly I recognise them, can I proceed
The wind is again against me
My problem is I can’t see the line
What is now and what was then
There is no path to tread
Without comprehension I exclaim, this is easy
What is this absurd drama which hasn’t yet been invented
There is no concept driving this pattern
My uncertainty drives this pattern
If I pray, would it make a difference
No matter, I am home in unknown place
The future is here at last
Sung with another’s voice
My taste for salvation has gone
Yesterday was another world
These are not my words
These are the words of the eternal
My tongue does not speak, it is swollen
I have not been to this place
But this place claims me as it’s own
There is an essential piece of me somewhere else
But only words shall retrieve it
If not soon I shall belong to somewhere else
My body will follow my mind
And think ahead to new times and belongings
My death a royal gift, me the King
But these are warm thoughts and I am cold
These are thoughts with promise
But I taste no sweetness of future
I fall under my own weight of pulse
And the dark force knowledge re enters
Angry I rage at my own recklessness
Before laughing with a trickle of strength
Am I destined to cringe in shame at my human failure
The motives weren’t mine alone
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But I shall be remembered
You once saw me as honourable, a fools vision
The stains on my shirt are not honour
They seep from my human self
Keep your vision and my spirit will live
Though don’t expect a valediction
I have gambled my last
Green Southern gardens would compliment inland red
Can they live side by side or do they need to let go of one another
Life cannot live with death, not with our lot anyway
It is just the way we see it
We need the other to position ourselves
This makes a long road to liberation
A long way to future love of country, of self
On my death sand I can feel attachment to place
The things place brings, wealth and security
I sought them myself
But they vanish at the touch
Becoming less important at each historical decade
Gone before they are realised
I am warm again
Warm in feeling
In this place
Without apparent connection
Will others share their genius
I wanted to share the future
But mine is to myth
Separated from the thing I once was
Ironically more a part of this place than those who survive me
Forgotten at home remembered here
Mine will be a strange remembrance
The hapless explorer lost at home
Home is the easiest place to be lost
If you do not have the knowledge
I cannot walk backwards to the place of knowing
That is before others
There will be much ado about our deaths
Many will duck and weave
You see, we were the instruments of others dreams as well
These men shall become forgotten, we will be antique ideas
This is our inheritance from place, a fortune you might say
To inherit we needed to be lost
That crow there, shoot it
Here is my pistol I cannot hand it to you
The fire still burns you can eat
Your dry coarse tongue will rasp the crow’s bones
One bang and you can live
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Stay alive, tell our story, get it right
The fire still burns
Why is this so hard
The exploration was difficult but this is impossible
Is it easier to die with love
In the hands of love
Making dust from my shirt, between thumb and index finger
I still breathe air not dust
False notions of dark knowledge suggest a new chapter
Why then does this feel final
Realisation tells me this is so
While my mind is active tell me what you think
Share with me my own perceptions
Out with bragging, we have lost
Let our thoughts dance but not as an epitaph
As living words with future
Can those at the fires hear our words
Will we join their dead, or do we go to our own
Do I become part of their history, their place
It is getting dark we have no light to think
I thought our history was far away but now I am unsure
If I could sing, I would sing right now
A simple song of regret.

William John Wills
The limited cold knowledge I hold cannot be held for long,
in the strong Earth God presence of this place
How long would it take to know this God, me of Euclidean God
I thought I had no heart for hand of providence
Youthful blind trust I have had, in the charisma of man
In the impetuous energy of the glory moment
And yet behind this apparent trust lurks self doubt
Though not enough to commend me to God
If God is a place, then we are lost
More lost than our people in places of their making
It helps me, knowing you will at least remember
My energy skills and attributes spent in a year
A man not of God ought not to wish worship
Whilst my frailty brings clarity, it also brings fear
Unpropitious, not the dream of my childhood
Against the grain of all we discussed, son to father, boy to man, man to man
The smell of smoke to my left, near my feet
And thoughts of continuation occupy me for a moment
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There seems plenty of time to wallow in a thought, strange
With so little time
I can see dark basalt in my mind’s eye, cool to touch,
Heavy and hard, unbothered by time
There is no depth and no surface to these thoughts
In a frayed life, from a time of care and learning
I cannot hear other men, other voices
No cries of recognition, or yelps of pain
No wail of arrival
No doubt, oppressed by the slow time of the present
Should I be anxious, if so about what
I can see through deception, more clearly than before
Or is that just the dawn light
There is no emotion in my feeble state
Cry I would if I could, dry and cold
I never considered myself powerful
Now I know, life is power itself
Where are the others, by the river
Drifting on life water to what destination
My quiet domestic dreams of glory, quietly held
Look at my toes, withered flowers
Not fit for glory
You will only know me as a young man
Only my bones will age my superficial thought
My skills brought us here with your regret
Gray buried already, our deaths synchronised
Though not yet known,
As we lifted burial mound rocks
A man of the sea to die in the desert
And what could we do, all so close
Our pasts could not carry us now
If we were philosophers, we would have stayed at home
Or come anyway, but understood why
Can I leave something behind, some wisdom
He had his charisma, I my algebraic mind
Beneath we were all terrified by the space
No respite from space, no where to hide
I think that is why Gray gave in
His torment my disgrace
And the blowing wind across the ripple river
Brings with it the sigh I feel
Though showing none of the heat fury we know is here
You told me not to live for regret, I obeyed
The sentiment of regret will not be seated at the fire of future place makers
So tell me, the direction from here, if you know
My future is your future though on your own
Because I am not the same man you farewelled and never will be
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We were good, as father and son, equal minds
I had not imaged this as my destination
But now I am here I can see it clearly
It was here all along
But we were not acquainted
And now that we are, time shall slide
This is the perpetual journey
I can see the stars, through shadowed branches
Days, weeks, months ago I saw them as an objective observer
Reading their information in the language of man
Now they tell me what I need to know, in the language of the universe
My dry curled fingers, my almost visible bones
In life this would be an omen, in death an image
Too late for the felt terror
In the knowledge that life is present, but curiosity absent
My selfish curiosity was my strength
But what was my occupation within which I spent this strength
Explorer, barely a vocation, place was already here
We could not intersect with this place
At this time
We could not give to this place, this place took from us
Until we had nothing left to give
We ought not to have asked for so much
We got lost in the light, lost in time and space
We surrendered, but too late
Now I wait the moment, if it happens in a moment
This place takes more than the motivation we had to offer
Now we are conquered, thought and action inconsequential
After a conquest based on movement
Even movement is now of no consequence
A trace of consciousness all I have, my last left freedom
Any significance lost on us
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Appendix I

Fig. 27. Paul Lambeth, Bowl-shaped sky rolling over thick horizons, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on paper, 30 x 30 cm.

Fig. 28. Paul Lambeth, If God is a place, then we are lost, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on paper, 30 x 30 cm.
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Appendix II

Fig. 29. Paul Lambeth, Bow to the essence, pray to the primal, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on paper, 30 x 30 cm.

Fig. 30. Paul Lambeth, My uncertainty drives this pattern, © The Artist.
2007, gouache on paper, 30 x 30 cm.
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